Andrew Overbeck, editor

**Attacking speed of play issues before the course is open is all well and good,** but, however, the industry should be paying more attention to solving the problem from the very beginning. The muni track I played was easy to cruise through because the greens (in some cases dangerously so) were close to the next tee and the layout was smartly routed.

Admittedly, increased environmental regulations and more difficult sites dictate the increased distance between greens and tees at many new courses. While these conditions may be unavoidable, architect Dr. Michael Hurdzan has developed several simple design elements that developers and architects should consider when building a course that will allow for a faster round of golf.

- **LET 'EM HIT** — Try to work in at least five sets of tees that are roughly 30 to 40 yards apart. "If they are smart enough to choose the correct set of tees, then they can play the hole," said Hurdzan.
- **WIDE LANDING AREAS** — Fairways 50 to 60 yards wide would be ideal. "No one enjoys looking for a ball in the rough," he said. "At St. Andrews there is almost no rough, you can find a ball on the right side of holes."

While Hurdzan admitted these criteria are not possible or appropriate on every hole on every course, he said these simple elements go a long way in improving the speed of play. Superintendents also play a role in addressing speed of play problems, said Hurdzan.

"With multiple tees and hole locations, superintendents need to develop a program so that on certain days of the week holes should be the reverse of what plays more quickly and the tees should be in a position that makes the hole play easier," he said. "I can't count how many times I have played a course and seen the tees placed on the right side of holes."

**BUMP-AND-RUN GREENS** — Hurdzan also advocates accessible greens that allow golfers to hop, skip and roll balls onto the surface. The green should have a mixture of hard and easy pin placements and the speed of the green should match the slope of the green. Otherwise, he said, "you will get a lot of three and four putts."

- **DON'T SKIMP ON THE SAND** — The choice of bunker sand is crucial he said, because if a course uses sand that allows the ball to settle or stick in the face of a bunker, "play will slow down markedly."
- **MATCH THE PENALTY TO THE CRIME** — "Make bunkers fit the penalty," he said. "Sometimes we put bunkers in that are pretty fierce, but are meant more as intimidation. We try to balance the course so it looks hard and plays easy.

For more information on this month's stories check out www.golfcoursenews.com. Extra features include complete dormant seeding tips from columnist and superintendent Kevin Ross, as well as the full text of Eastmoreland Golf Club's speed of play policy. The October issue, weekly e-news updates, GCN archives, the 2001 Buyers' Guide, and the 2001 Management Company List are also available online.

Joline Gilman, Associate Editor

**Send your comments, ideas, or suggestions to:** ANDREW OVERBECK, EDITOR GOLF COURSE NEWS P.O. BOX 997 106 LAFAYETTE STREET YARMOUTH, ME 04096 FAX: 207-846-0657 E-MAIL: aoverbeck@golfcoursenews.com

**GCN WANTS YOUR FEEDBACK**

- **WHAT IS YOUR NEW COURSE DOING TO AC- COUNT FOR SPEED OF PLAY ISSUES?**
- **WHAT STEPS IS YOUR COURSE TAKING TO IMPROVE SPEED OF PLAY?**
- **DO YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL DESIGN OR COURSE MAINTENANCE SUGGESTIONS THAT WOULD IMPROVE SPEED OF PLAY?**

**SEND YOUR COMMENTS, IDEAS, OR SUGGESTIONS TO: ANDREW OVERBECK, EDITOR GOLF COURSE NEWS P.O. BOX 997 106 LAFAYETTE STREET YARMOUTH, ME 04096 FAX: 207-846-0657 E-MAIL: aoverbeck@golfcoursenews.com**

**Michael Pajak joins GCN's sales team**

YARMOUTH, Maine — Michael Pajak has joined Golf Course News as the Eastern Territory Representative. Pajak brings a strong commitment to customer service and a passion for the game of golf to his new position. His first goal is to get to know each of his customers personally.

"There will be lots of phone calls and lots of road trips. I'd like to visit everybody at least once in the first six months," said Pajak.

That also includes the golf course management team. "Plan on visiting as many of our readers as I can," he said. "It is important that we hear how we can better serve them as well."

Prior to joining United Publications, Pajak was director of partnership development and call center operations for Diversified Business Communications, a producer of trade shows and trade magazines. Pajak, who is an avid golfer and certified golf club maker, lives with his wife and four children in Portland.

**Get more out of Golf Course News @ www.golfcoursenews.com**
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- **WHAT IS YOUR NEW COURSE DOING TO ACCOUNT FOR SPEED OF PLAY ISSUES?**
- **WHAT STEPS IS YOUR COURSE TAKING TO IMPROVE SPEED OF PLAY?**
- **DO YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL DESIGN OR COURSE MAINTENANCE SUGGESTIONS THAT WOULD IMPROVE SPEED OF PLAY?**
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NIGM announces 2002 management seminar

JUPITER, Fla. — The National Institute of Golf Management is now accepting registrations for its 2002 golf course management seminar to be held Jan. 13-17 at Oglebay Resort and Conference Center in Wheeling, W.Va. The seminar will feature a keynote presentation by American Golf Corp.'s CEO David Pillsbury.

Co-sponsored by the National Golf Foundation and the Continuing Education Department at Oglebay, the five-day program will be led by experts on all aspects of golf facility management.

More than 3,000 golf managers, superintendents, owners, golf professionals, food and beverage personnel and pro shop personnel have completed this program since its inception in 1984.

Three concurrent seminar programs will address the needs of first-year, second-year and graduate students. Subjects will cover: golf shop operations; player development; environmental issues and concerns; computerization and technology; liability and risk management; pace of play; research tools; marketing; cash and fiscal controls; food and beverage; personnel and customer relations; publicity and promotions; and golf car operations. Instructors include experts from American Golf Corporation, Club Car, ClubLink, GCSAA, PGA of America and the NGF, as well as course owners and operators, developers and manufacturers.

PREDICTION SYSTEM

Another option that may soon be available is a software program that simulates speed of play on a course before it is even built.

Bill Yates, president of Pace Manager Systems and an engineer that helped the USGA develop its pace rating system, is working on a computer simulator program that can determine the best loading for a golf course just by analyzing routing plans.

"We want to use it to work with architects and builders and developers before the course is built to let them know what the optimum load will be for the course," said Yates.

As Yates was keen to point out, many developers and architects need to realize: after the course is built it is too late.

"It doesn't mean that the routing of the course is horrible," he said. "But if you expect to be able to deliver a four hour round and the best you can actually do is four-and-a-half hours, you have a problem. The course may be exquisite, have a unique design and great turf conditions, but if golfers are standing around and waiting then that all gets forgotten."

'A course may be exquisite, but if golfers are standing around and waiting then that all gets forgotten.'

— Bill Yates

CORRECTIONS

LANDMARK

A story about Landmark National East's Barefoot Resort (GCN, July 2001, p. 21) incorrectly stated that La Quinta Resort & Club and PGA West are managed by Landmark Golf. KSL Recreation acquired both of those properties in 1993. We regret the error.

RED SKY

In the Red Sky Golf Club story (Sept. 2001, GCN, p. 1) a couple of figures were incorrect. The Fazio Course at Red Sky, which will open next summer, will play 7,180 yards from the back tees — not 7,400 yards. Additionally, the layout's altitude is 7,200 feet — not 9,000 feet. We regret the errors.